
Pastoral Prayer 

September 11, 2022 

O God of Grace, 

On this anniversary of a horrifying day, a day of flames and fear and falling buildings, we turn to you for 

the grace of peace. Bring your peace to the war-torn places of the world including Afghanistan, Yemen, 

Tigray, Myanmar, and Ukraine. Bring your peace to the conflicted families of the world, and deliver 

those held in fear of violence from those who dominate. Bring your peace to the sorrowing and grieving 

people of the world, whether they mourn a monarch or a worker, a relative or a friend. Bring your 

peace. 

On this day when a coronavirus continues to sap the health and take the lives of our neighbors around 

the world, we turn to you for the grace of healing. We are subject to many ills, we tumble to many 

injuries. Sometimes our minds freeze into the misery of depression; sometimes our nerves are afire with 

pain. Bring your healing to the sufferers in body; bring your healing to the sufferers in mind; bring your 

healing to the sufferers in soul. 

On this day when we are conscious of our own imperfections, we turn to you for the grace of 

forgiveness and the grace of renewal. Where we have made small errors, help us learn and grow. Where 

we have made greater errors through ignorance or inattention, help us to anticipate consequences and 

consider our impact on others. And where we have chosen our own welfare at others’ expense, or even 

chosen a moment of cruelty for some sense of self-satisfaction, accept our repentance and guide us to 

better ways. Where we are weary, where we are confused, where we are hesitant to do what we know 

you have called us to do, restore our confidence. Bring your forgiveness. Bring your renewal. Bring your 

grace, O God, for we pray in Jesus’ name. 

Amen. 


